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Abstract

This paper presents a summary of the Music Performance Panel, held at the MOSART Workshop 2001, in
Barcelona. The approaches of the represented research groups are described briefly, and an overview is given of
the topics that were addressed.

1 Introduction

During the MOSART Workshop 2001, on current re-
search directions in computer music, a discussion panel
addressed some issues on the topic of music perfor-
mance. The panel consisted of the following mem-
bers: Gerhard Widmer (ÖFAI, Vienna), Henkjan Honing
(NICI, Nijmegen), Johan Sundberg (KTH, Stockholm)
and Giovanni de Poli (DEI, Padua). The main topics that
were discussed are:

Research StrategiesWhat are the relative strengths
and weaknesses of different research strategies
(theory-driven vs. data-driven, oriented towards
cognitive plausibility vs. computational simplicity,
perception-oriented vs. production-oriented, etc)?
And could there be more synergy between these
strategies?

Functions of performance Expressive music perfor-
mance seems to fulfill several functions (e.g. ex-
pressing emotional content, but also clarifying
structural aspects of a piece); how do these func-
tions fit together? How do current models of per-
formance account for these functions?

Evaluation Given that expression is a subjective notion
and that there is no such thing as the “correct”
interpretation of a piece of music, can we never-
theless develop quantitative and scientifically rig-
orous procedures and standards for evaluating the
quality/significance/validity of proposed models of
expression? Would it be worthwhile to try to col-

lect or construct ‘benchmark problems’ on which
different models could be compared?

In the following sections, I will resume what was
said with respect to the above questions during the panel.
In section 2, an overview will also be given about the ap-
proaches that each of the research groups have been tak-
ing. This overview is partly based on the opening state-
ments that each of the panel members made, and partly
on the submitted position statement papers (included at
the end of this paper).

2 Research strategies

As pointed out by Widmer et al. in [6], prior to the ques-
tion of how research strategies relate to each other and
how they can be compared, it should be clear what the
research aimsare. Three typical aims are respectively:
1) development of musical models that produce well-
sounding musical results, 2) development musical mod-
els that produce results that maximally resemble (gen-
eralized patterns of) observed expert performances, and
lastly, 3) development musical models that structurally
resemble observed or hypothesized cognitive processes
of musical performance. To capture the research of DEI
in a category, I would like to propose a fourth category,
in addition to these three categories. Namely: 4) devel-
opment of performance models that provide optimal user
control over the expressive renderings of performances.
Depending on the aims of research, different method-
ological approaches may be appropriate.



ÖFAI ÖFAI’s research is explicitly directed towards
the second aim. More specifically, the aim is to discover
regularities and patterns that can be found in the perfor-
mance (particularly on piano) of musical pieces. This
should result in models that as precisely and compactly
as possible describe principles that emerge from perfor-
mance data. Their strategy to achieve this aim can be
described as analysis by machine induction. A large col-
lection of musical data (expert performances of various
complete Mozart piano sonatas) form the data for the in-
ductive learning. These data are analyzed in terms of
dynamics and tempo deviations. Structural representa-
tions (vz. transcriptions) of the performed music are also
made. To this analysis of the data, the machine learning
techniques are applied. The outcome of the learning pro-
cess are the regularities that were found (co-occurrence
of performance deviations and structural features of the
music), typically in the form of prediction rules that pre-
dict expressive deviations based on the structural descrip-
tion of the music.

As the above suggests, rather than using the data to
test preconceived hypotheses, the data are analyzed to
generate hypotheses about music performances. In this
respect,ÖFAI’s research could be called bottom up, or
data-driven. The knowledge that is gained in this way, is
only aboutwhat is done during a performance, notwhy
it is done; the intentions of the player are not accessible
through this approach.

An advantage ofÖFAI’s approach, being a data-
driven approach, is that the results are independent of
theories, hence independent of the need to verbalize and
conceptualize in advance what will be analyzed. A data-
driven approach may detect regularities in the data that
were never noticed by human subjects.

NICI As opposed to the above approach, NICI tries
to build cognitivemodels of music performance, rather
than models that describe the performance itself. Thus,
in terms of the three research aims mentioned above, the
third aim is pursued by NICI. A major implication for
methodology is that empirical data is obtained through
controlled experiments (as is common in cognitive psy-
chology), rather than by analyzing (large samples of) mu-
sical performances. In these experiments, the validity of
constructs from musicological theories is tested. To do
this, these theoretical constructs must first be formalized
and implemented as algorithms. In this way, musicolog-
ical theories are computationally modeled (cf. [3]). An
important requirement for these models is that they are
not primarily able to faultlessly reproduce human perfor-
mances, but rather that parameters of the model are mu-
sically meaningful, i.e. correspond to musical concepts
in the mind of the musician.

During the panel, Honing argued that controlled ex-

periments are preferred over the analysis of large corpora
of music performances. In experiments it would be pos-
sible to discard unintended deviations, and to give the
performer instructions and measure their effects on per-
formances. This kind of interaction is not possible in the
case of corpora-analysis.

Another point that was made, is that the focus is on
the re-construction of a ‘performance-space’, rather than
on studying only expert-performances. By also observ-
ing non-expert performances and performances with par-
ticular intentions, a more complete view on the range of
meaningful deviations can be accomplished.

Furthermore, Honing mentioned the relevance of
perceptual studies of expressive deviations. Through
controlled listening experiments for example, it can be
established how great deviations in the performance of a
rhythm can become before it is perceived as a different
rhythm. In this way it is possible to elucidate the con-
straints on expressive transformations.

Lastly, he argued that models of performance might
very well benefit form a deeper understanding of the cog-
nitive reality that accounts for the performances.

KTH The main research goal of KTH has been to gain
a deeper understanding on music communication be-
tween musicians and listeners (possibly other musicians).
Contrary to the idea that musical pieces can be performed
in infinitely many equally well-sounding ways, the pro-
fessional music performer Lars Frydén perceived that
there are clear regularities in music performance. This
gave rise to the idea of constructing a set of rules for mu-
sical performance (see [4] and [5]). To test the validity of
the rules, ananalysis-by-synthesisapproach is adopted.
This is to say that music performances are reconstructed
from the score, by using the rules. The rules are applied
one by one, each with an individual parameter that con-
trols the magnitude of the effect of the rule, so the effect
of each individual rule can be examined in detail.

In contrast toÖFAI’s approach, KTH’s approach is
primarily theory-driven. After one or more rules (which
can be regarded as hypotheses) have been formulated,
it’s effect on performance is tested, by listening exper-
iments where subjects rate the musical acceptability of
performances that were generated by the rules. This way
of evaluating is rather different from̈OFAI’s evaluation
method, where the performances generated by the sys-
tem are not evaluated by listening, but by measuring their
deviations from professional performances.

Sundberg mentioned some advantages of the
analysis-by-synthesis method of testing the performance
modeld. Firstly, the synthesis enables researchers to
evaluate hypotheses under musically realistic conditions,
namely by listening to performances that are generated
under these hypotheses. Secondly, it is possible to test



hypothesized rules separately and tune them, one at a
time. Thirdly, the situation of rule-tuning is similar to
a teacher student setting, so that the person that tunes the
rules (usually a musical expert) can rely on his/her ped-
agogical skills. Lastly, this approach is independent of
training data and as such, it is apt to produce non-obvious
interpretations of a piece, that nevertheless comply to the
musical performance principles.

Some limitations of this method that Sundberg men-
tioned, were that the rules are a reflection of the exper-
tise of just one individual. Also, the system will produce
identical performances with identical rule palettes.

DEI Music performance research at DEI is primarily
concerned withcontrol of sound, in order to give mu-
sic composers useful and usable tools for generating mu-
sic from sound/instrument models. As De Poli noted,
the problem of music performance is in between music
generation and sound production. An important question
here is how the sounds can be controlled in an expressive
manner, on a slow varying time scale (e.g. on the level
of musical phrases). In general, there are two strategies:
one is control by gesture, the other is the use of models
for controlling the sound production. The latter approach
has been adopted by DEI.

Thus, performance research at DEI is aimed at build-
ing models that map expressive intentions (through the
use of dichotomous labels like ‘hard’, ‘soft’, ‘bright’,
‘dark’), to low-level acoustic features of the perfor-
mance. These models can be used to render nominal per-
formances in expressive ways, with (real-time) high-level
control over the expressive parameters.

To establish the relation between expressive labels
and acoustic performance features, performing/listening
experiments have been done. These experiments showed
that listeners ordered music performances that were
played with different expressive intentions, along two
abstract dimensions: ’kinematics’ and ’energy’ [1]. A
mapping was then established between coordinates in
the kinematics-energy space and deviations of expressive
parameters like tempo, legato and intensity. This map-
ping serves as a model for expressiveness, translating the
points in the abstract control space to expressive devia-
tions.

De Poli noted that an important aspect of models of
performance is that they convey a multi-level abstraction
from the score, that is, the highest level expressive con-
cepts should not be directly mapped to the lowest level
(acoustic) parameters, but via several hierarchically or-
dered abstraction levels, corresponding to different time
scales.

Another important question is the generalizability
of the expressive models. The models were constructed
based on Western classical music, of which the practice

is relatively fixed. The practice of popular Western mu-
sic, on the contrary, is less codified. This may imply that
accurate expressive models are harder to build for this
kind of music.

Future plans of DEI are to work in the reverse way;
that is, instead of constructing performances based on ex-
pressive intentions, rather analyzing performances in or-
der to derive the musicians expressive intentions from it.

3 Functions of performance

The question of how different approaches account for the
functions of performance did not receive much direct at-
tention during the panel. Nevertheless, some statements
can be made about it, as to some extent, the stance toward
the function of performance is inherent to a particular ap-
proach.

Firstly, in accord with Widmer’s remark that they
study what, rather thanwhy, it can be observed that
ÖFAI’s research comprises only structural/syntactical
analysis of performances. Performance elements are not
related to anything external to the musical piece (like
the performer’s intentions). For that reason, the func-
tions of performance that can be investigated are bound
to be about the performance itself; not e.g. communica-
tive functions (like expressing emotions). Indeed Wid-
mer noted that the function of performance they study, is
performance as clarifying musical structure.

NICI’s research is not explicitly directed to account-
ing for the functions of performance. However, in study-
ing expressive timing, the structural role of performance
elements is identified as one of the factors that influence
timing (see [7]).

KTH’s rule based approach also incorporates the
function of performance as clarifying structure: this is
evident by the categorizations within the rule base, where
one category of rules is called ‘grouping rules’. These
rules are intended to elucidate the boundaries between
different structural units, like phrases.

On the other hand, the function of performance as
communicating emotional content can also be modeled,
as Sundberg noted, by the existence of magnitude pa-
rameters for the effect of each rule. Their hypothesis is
that particular kinds of interpretations of a piece (‘sad’
or ‘happy’), correspond to particular settings of these pa-
rameters. This correspondence is nicely present in the
metaphor of ‘rule palettes‘, that Sundberg used, suggest-
ing the possibility of ‘painting’ with the magnitude pa-
rameters.

Inherent to DEI’s approach to musical performance,
is the function of communicating emotional content. As
their aim is to render or transform music performances
according to expressive labels like ‘dark’, ‘bright’, ‘light’



or ‘heavy’, it is clear that the focus is on performance
as expressing intentions. As argued in [2], senso-
rial adjectives were preferred over emotional ones like
‘sad’/‘happy’, in order to limit the semantics under
examination. The sensorial adjectives clearly have a
more restricted meaning and related to performance more
closely.

4 Evaluation

Finally, there was the question about the evaluation of
performance models and the use and usefulness of bench-
marks in the area of music performance research. There
were quite diverse opinions about this among the panel
members.

About the evaluation of their research, Widmer said
that the focus was on two prime concepts: predictive ac-
curacy and generality. Performance models should on
the one hand predict the performance deviations of (ex-
pert) performers as accurately as possible, while on the
other hand, the predictions should ideally be valid across
different performers and musical styles. About the possi-
bility of using benchmarks for evaluation of performance
models, Widmer remarked that the use of benchmarks
suggests that there is a set of pieces for which there is a
‘correct’ performance, which must be matched as close
as possible by any good model. This is obviously not
the case. Furthermore, using a standardized dataset as
benchmark, introduces the risk of over-fitting the models
to the benchmark data, as has apparently been the case in
the area of machine-learning. This over-fitting should be
avoided. Given these risks, Widmer supposes that, with
much awareness, it could still be useful to propose a stan-
dardized test dataset. This dataset should at least be very
diverse, different musical styles and performers should
be represented.

At this point, I would like to note that the usefulness
and justifiability of benchmarks for evaluation, is some-
what dependent on the goal of research. InÖFAI’s case,
where the goal is to match human expert performances
as closely as possible, it makes makes more sense to
use benchmarks, because the objective is purely quanti-
tative: the deviation between test-data and predictions of
the model should decrease to zero. If the goal is to pro-
duce musically acceptable results (as with the research
of KTH), the use of benchmarks is less obvious, because
the most important thing is that the performances result-
ing from the model should sound musically convincing
in themselves, not that they aresimilar to musically con-
vincing performances. When the aim is a truth-like cog-
nitive model of music performance, a good use of bench-
marks is neither very clear, because good cognitive mod-
els do not necessarily predict a particular set of actual

data very accurately. Rather they predict the constraints
that hold for music performance in general.

A related remark, made by Honing, is that in the case
of human performances of music, not all the information
is contained in the data, but that there is a lot of infor-
mation which is onlysuggestedby the data, but actually
is in the minds of the listeners (e.g. tempo and evoked
emotion are not measurable in the data themselves). This
perceptual information is an important aspect of perfor-
mances, which is not covered by a straight-forward use
of benchmarks to evaluate models. Hence, benchmarks
are only partly relevant as an evaluation tool.

There was a reply to this from the audience (by Jan
Tro), that although the information may not all be con-
veyed by the data, at least the ‘triggers’ for this external
information, are embodied in the data. Although this is
obviously true, I would like to add that it does not take
away the need for perceptual research to music as well, in
order to establish to what kind of perceptual phenomena
these triggers map.

5 Other remarks made during the
panel session

Sundberg raised the point that how often a performance
principle applies, may not touch the essence of such a
principle (a rarely used performance rule may neverthe-
less be musically important). A more relevant question
would be what the meaning of the deviation is, that is,
what is expressed by it?

Widmer answered that the two kinds of research on
music performance (looking for musical meaning of ex-
pressive deviations on the one hand and looking for com-
munal expressive patterns in performances on the other),
might very well co-exist at the same time. They should
be regarded as complementary, where the regularities
found by the latter approach could form a useful point
of departure for the former. He furthermore noted that
it should be made explicit that it is ahypothesisthat the
central function of expression is to communicate mean-
ing to the listener.

A remark from Honing was that there is no such
thing as an ‘average performance’. Averaging over sev-
eral performances of the same piece (let alone differ-
ent pieces), will not result in a ‘typical’ performance,
and will probably not convey much useful information.
Sundberg agreed that using averages in a quantitative
way, will tend to diminish the magnitude of the measured
effects of performance principles.

A critical remark from the audience (by Werner
Goebl) was that it should be realized that performances
generated under a controlled experiment cannot be taken
to be exchangeable with other performances, like live



performances or studio performances. Attempts to ma-
nipulate the performance by instructions may yield per-
formances that are not representative, because it affects
the performer in unnatural ways. Honing replied that
through clever design of experiments it may be possi-
ble to manipulate the performers in unconscious ways.
Sundberg noted that it could be interesting to study how
performances in different settings differ.

A question from the audience was about the issue of
instrument fingering. In what way does fingering affect
the performance? Widmer suggested that fingering does
not so much affect performance as fingering is chosen
to achieve the expressive affect that is intended by the
performer. Honing added that in addition to the effect
of musical structure and emotion on expression, there
is the effect of the instrument on expression. Typically
musicians emphasize parts of a piece that are difficult to
play on a particular instrument by a deliberate fingering.
In general, Honing agrees with Widmer that fingering is
chosen to maximize expressive control.

A final appeasing point made from the audience (by
Roger Dannenberg) with respect to the problem of evalu-
ation and collaboration of different performance models
was that criticism and skepticism about the right way to
proceed and combine research may be an obstacle for
progression. It may be fruitful to share results and data,
even with the limitations that hold.
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Abstract

This shortpaperpresentsour view on somegeneralquestionsregardingempiricalresearchon expressive
musicperformance.Themaindirectionof performanceresearchgoingonat theAustrianResearchInstitute
for Artificial Intelligence(ÖFAI) is briefly reviewedandpositionedrelativeto threegeneralissues,namely,
differentresearchstrategies,differentdimensionsof performance,andthequestionof empiricalevaluation
of performancemodels.

1 Introduction

TheMusicPerformancePanelheldat theMOSART 2001
workshopis dedicatedto threeprincipal questionsthat
try to put current researchon expressive music perfor-
manceintoperspective: whataredifferentresearchstrate-
gies, andwhataretheir respective roles?whatarediffer-
ent functionsor dimensionsof performance,andhow are
theseaccountedfor by differentresearchapproaches?and
how shouldformal,computationalmodelsof performance
beevaluated?

Webelievethatwhen,andindeedbefore,trying to an-
swerthesequestionsit is crucialto definefor oneselfwhat
thegoalandpurposeof one’sresearchis: (a)doweaimat
computationalmodelsof performancethatproducewell-
soundingmusicalresultsandthusareusefulto themusic
software industry? or (b) do we aim at modelsthat as
muchaspossiblefit thepatternsandregularitiesobserved
in expert performanceandcanmake predictionsregard-
ing aspectsof expert performances?or (c) do we want
modelsthat, throughtheir very structureandconceptual
design,reflectan observedor hypothesizedcognitive re-
ality?

Theseare quite distinct goals. For instance,in the
first case(a),wewill probablynot careaboutwhetherthe
modelitself is cognitively adequate,or wewill careabout
thatonly to theextentthatamodelexpressedin more“in-
tuitive” termsis alsoeasierto useandcontrol(cf. Desain
et al.’s point on FM synthesisvs. physicalmodeling[4]).
Also, the differentgoalswill necessitatedifferentstrate-
giesfor evaluatingtheusefulness(a)or precisionandgen-
erality (b) or plausibility (c) of proposedmodels.

Different researchgroups(someof which are repre-
sentedin the MOSART consortium)capitalizeon differ-
entgoals,andthusboththeir approaches,theoreticaland
technical,andtheway they presentandevaluatetheir re-
sults,aredifferent.In therestof this paper, we will focus
on our own researchasit relatesto musicalperformance,
andwill try to positionit relative to theabove issues.

2 Inducing Models from Large Col-
lections of Expert Performances

2.1 Research Goals

ÖFAI’ s immediateresearchgoalsfocuson thesecondof
the above threealternatives: we want to find descriptive
andpredictive(partial) modelsof certainaspectsof ex-
pressive performance. Thesemodelsshould “explain”
(i.e., fit) as much as possibleof the observed phenom-
ena,andthey shouldbe predictive in the sensethat they
generalizeto other performersand possiblyother types
of music. The startingpoint for theseinvestigationsare
largecollectionsof “real-world” performances(in partic-
ular, performancesby concertpianistsmadenot specifi-
cally for researchpurposes).

To this end,wedevelopanduseArtificial Intelligence
and,morespecifically, InductiveMachineLearningtech-
niquesto find computationalmodelsof typical perfor-
mancestrategies[10]. We take a strictly data-drivenap-
proach: expert performancesare collected,quantitative
details concerningexpressive performance(timing, dy-
namics,articulation)aremeasured,andtheresultingdata
areanalyzedwith thehelpof machinelearningalgorithms
that try to find commonpatternsandregularitiesin these
data. In this way, thecomputeris usedasa tool or assis-
tantin theprocessof inductivemodelbuilding.

Cognitive adequacy of the resultingmodelsis not an
immediategoal; that would probablyrequirea different
kind of approach(andit would requireexpertisein cog-
nitive psychologythat we do not have). The main point
of ourresearchis to discoverpotentiallynew, generalpat-
ternsthathavehithertobeenneglectedin performancere-
search.Thesemay thenbe studiedin morefocusedand
controlledexperiments.



2.2 Research Strategy

We seeour approachas complementaryto the research
strategiesfollowedby otherperformanceresearchers,be
they basedonsystematiccontrolledexperimentation(e.g.,
[13]), on ‘analysis-by-synthesis’[8] or on purelystatisti-
cal methods(e.g.,[6]).

What distinguishesour work from mostof the other
work in empirical performanceresearchis the use of
computationallearningand knowledgediscovery meth-
ods and, connectedwith that, the strictly data-oriented
approach.We usealgorithmsthatcansearchfor anddis-
covercomplex dependenciesandregularitiesin extremely
large datasets,andcandescribetheir discoveriesto the
userin intelligible terms[12].

A distinct advantageof suchan approachis that the
computeris free of any musicalpreconceptionsandex-
pectationsandthusmaymoreeasilycomeup with novel
andpossiblysurprisinghypotheses[11]. Thesehypothe-
ses may not necessarilyalways relate to a conceptual
framework thatmusiciansor musicologistsfind musically
intuitive or cognitively plausible. In other words, they
maynot be directly interpretableasa modelthat reflects
themusicalrealityof aperformer. But thediscoveredpat-
ternsmay point to interestingphenomenathat have not
beenlookedatsofarandthatcanthenbestudiedin more
focussedandcontrolledexperiments.In our view, that is
themainrole of thismachineinductionapproach.

2.3 Aspects of Performance Studied

Starting from given collectionsof expert performances
alsohasconsequenceson the typesof thingswe canand
cannotstudy. To put it simply, whatcanbehypothesized
from given performancesis what the performerdid and
whats/heis likely to do in otherpieces,but not (or notdi-
rectly, at least)whys/hedid it (theperformer’smusicalor
communicationalintentions)or what effect the observed
performancestrategieshave on the listener (the percep-
tion of performedmusic). The latterquestionswould re-
quire controlledexperimentswith performersand/orlis-
teners,where performersare asked to play piecesun-
derdifferentconditions(as,e.g.,in [9]) or with different
kinds of ‘targetemotion’ [3]. If we only take givenper-
formances,we cannot,for instance,make any quantifi-
ablestatementsaboutemotionalaspects,either in terms
of productionor perception. What we canhopeto dis-
cover from largecollectionsof preciselymeasuredexpert
performancesis generalexpressive patternsthat seemto
be commonacrossa wide rangeof piecesanddifferent
performersandthusseemto indicategeneralperformance
strategies[11]. Thesamekind of materialcanalsobeused
to studysystematicdifferencesbetweenperformers,again
with inductivemethods[7].

To widentherangeof questionswecananswer, andto
clarify someverybasic,but elusivenotions(e.g.,whatre-
ally is “tempo”?),wehaverecentlyalsostartedto perform
controlledexperimentswith humansubjects,both listen-
ersandperformers(e.g.,[2, 5]). Herewecanstudycertain
specializedquestions(e.g., the phenomenonof melody

lead) in moredetail, but with a narrower databasis(be-
causeproducingcontrolledexperimentaldatawith human
subjectsis expensive).

2.4 Evaluation Issues

In empirical research,testing inductively obtainedhy-
potheseson independentdata is essential. In order to
make it possibleto comparecompetingmodelsand al-
gorithms,they have to betestedon a commonsetof data
of anappropriatelevel of complexity.

In theareaof machinelearning,for instance,this has
led to theestablishmentof a databaseof commonbench-
markdatasetsonwhichnew algorithmsmustbetestedso
that their resultscanbe comparedto the resultsof other
methods. The databaseis maintainedby a groupat the
University of California at Irvine [1] and is continually
updatedwith new datasetscontributedby membersof the
scientificcommunity.

In the areaof musicperformanceresearch,establish-
ing such a databaseof commontest datawould be an
interesting(and laborious) task. Whether it would be
worthwhile would dependon a consensus,within the re-
searchcommunity, on a set of basicevaluationcriteria.
To preventapossiblemisunderstanding,let usmakeclear
thatwe do not meanthatsucha setof testperformances
would in any senserepresentthe“correct” interpretations,
in thesenseof anabsolutebenchmark.On thecontrary, it
shouldcontainperformancesof thesamepiecesby differ-
entperformersandpossiblyunderdifferentconditions.

Whatwe considercrucial is that thegenerality of the
modelsshouldbeestablishedexperimentally, andthatre-
quirestestingthemon large setsof diversemusicalsitu-
ations. Using only a few hand-selectedpiecesfor model
building or testingalwayscomeswith thedangerof over-
fitting (eitherby fitting themodeltootightly to thedata,or
by (consciouslyor unconsciously)selectingthe testdata
in suchaway thatthey confirmthemodel).

Of course,working with largesetsof trainingandtest
piecesmakesit difficult to attendto all thedetailsandpos-
sibleartifactsthatmaybehiddenin thedata,andto have
afinecontrolonall experimentalconditions.Ontheother
hand,the kinds of patternswe find with our data-driven
approachhave a certainempiricalweight andgenerality
simply by virtue of the fact that they arebasedon (and
their predictivepotentialhasbeentestedon)a largesetof
diversemusicalpieces.We do believe that thesize,com-
plexity, and musicaldiversity of experimentaltest data
cangiveanew kind of qualityandvalidity to experimental
results.To put it (overly) simply, in our currentmachine
learningexperiments,we sacrificeobservation precision
for strongeror broaderempiricalsupport.

3 Conclusions

It seemsclearthatnoresearchapproachalonewill leadto
completemodelsof expressive performancethat do jus-
tice to the complexity of the phenomenonand that are



adequatefrom every possiblepoint of view. More coop-
erationbetweendifferentapproacheswill be needed(for
instance,discoveringnovel typesof patternswith our ap-
proachand then investigatingthesefurther in more de-
tailedandcontrolledexperiments).Thatrequiresfirst and
foremostthedefinitionof a commonsetof problemsand
evaluationcriteria. This panelhasat leastmadeexplicit
someof the differencesbetweencurrentapproaches,but
hasalso revealeda lot of commongroundthat we can
build on in futurework.
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Music Performance Panel: Position Statement
KTH Group

Johan Sundberg, Anders Friberg, Roberto Bresin

Research Strategy
The goal of our research on music performance is to gain a deeper understand-

ing of music communication. Our research was initiated in the 1970s. Those days
the general belief was that any piece of music could be performed in a number
of widely differing and yet musically acceptable ways. Therefore, it was argued,
there is no chance that a decent performance can be generated by rules. On the
contrary, music performances are unique, and this is what makes them musically
interesting and attractive. In this situation, a statistical analysis of, e.g., tone dura-
tions in a set of performance of a given piece did not seem promising.

At the same time the idea that performances are completely independent of rules did
not agree with the vast musical experience of the late musician Lars Frydén. During his
violin playing in string quartet and in orchestras, he had found a number of regularities
that he wanted to test.

In this situation it seemed advantageous to choose an analysis-by-synthesis strategy,
i.e., to use the score transformed into a music file as the input for a rule system that con-
verts it into a sounding performance. This allowed the testing of the performance rules
that Fryd́en wanted to test. Each rule could be tested on a number of music examples,
thus allowing him to listen to what extent the performance was improved by the rule
and to find out if the effect was of an appropriate magnitude.

This analysis-by-synthesis strategy has certain unique advantages. Its main strength
is the synthesis that allows the researcher to test hypotheses by listening to performances
under musically reasonably realistic conditions. The method further allows a good con-
trol of the performance in the sense that one rule can be tuned and tested at a time. Also,
it provides examples that are judged in a setting somewhat similar to the student-teacher
setting, so that the musician can rely on his pedagogical expertise. The method also has
the advantage of allowing a systematic build up of rules, in each state giving priority
to salient effects. Hence, rules tend to be developed in the order of importance. The
method also has some advantage over methods where statistical data on performance
drive the research process. The analysis-by-synthesis strategy is independent of such
data. It may generate quite unusual interpretations of a piece that still are musically
acceptable and/or interesting.

The strategy also has limitations. The basic idea is that performance is determined
by regularities. This implies that the machine will generate exactly the same perfor-
mance effect each time its context conditions are met. In reality, however, musicians



may play a given piece quite differently. In particular, the same sequence of tones may
be played differently the second time it appears in a piece. As the magnitude of the
effect of each rule is controlled by a quantity parameter, the rule system can indeed
generate differing performances of a piece, e.g., eliminating or exaggerating various
rules.

Within our group we have an ongoing discussion regarding the perceptual relevance
of random variation, but as yet, we have failed to reach a common view. Measurable
random variation obviously occur, the crucial question being to what extent it is sub-
liminal and whether or not it contributes to the esthetical quality of a performance.

The assumption that performances are controlled by regularities may prove to be
unrealistic in the future. On the other hand, it seems wise to test the simplest models
first and to abandon them only when their limitations have been clearly exposed.

Another limitation of our rule system is that basically it is a formalised description
of the musical competence of one professional musician only. We have found this a
minor concern, as our musician is generally acknowledged as an outstanding expert.
Therefore, his competence must be, by and large, representative.

Research using the analysis-by-synthesis strategy is driven by data rather than by
theory. Indeed, our results have sometimes driven theory. An example is the concept of
melodic charge. Here, the playing of music examples demonstrated the need for vari-
ations reflecting the relation between the tone and the underlying harmony. We tried a
number of different existing alternatives as control parameters for the dynamic varia-
tions, all with inappropriate result. Eventually we arrived at the relationship along an
asymmetric version of the circle of fifths, that we called melodic charge. Thus, the play-
ing of melodic lines void of characteristics that reflected this melodic charge seemed to
lack an important aspect of an ideal rendering. The fact that the introduction of the
melodic charge into the performance grammar improved the musical acceptability of
the performance seems to imply that this novel concept is relevant to music perception.

Perturbation of tone duration is an important channel for musical expression. A
remaining question is when such perturbation should be controlled by proportion or in
terms of absolute duration. In some rules, such as the inegalle, we use proportions,
while other rules work with absolute duration. Both alternatives seem relevant to music
listening. For example, a tone appears to loose its autonomy and sound like a grace note
as soon as its duration is shorter than about 100 ms.

An important task in our research is to sort out the roles of rules that operate at same
level. For example, the phrasing rule should not operate on tone sequences treated by
the final ritard rule. There are also other as yet not quite resolved interference between
certain rules, such as the punctuation and leap articulation rules.



Functions of performance Our formulation of performance rules have yielded a gen-
erative grammar of music performance that has invited us to speculation regarding to
function of performance, or, more precisely, regarding the function of the expressive
deviations. Thus, we have seen that the rules can be divided into three major categories
depending on their apparent function in music communication. One category seems
to serve the purpose of differentiating tones belonging to different tone categories, i.e.,
to enhance the differences between pitch and interval classes and between note values.
Another category seems to mark which tones belong together and where the structural
boundaries are. In this way, the performer facilitates the listener’s processing of the
signal flow. Interestingly, the same two principles, differentiation and grouping, can
be observed also in spoken communication. As yet, we have not tested these cognitive
aspects of music performance, though. The third group concerns technical aspects of
ensemble playing related to synchronisation of voices and tuning.

Music performances are also coloured emotionally. We have found that emotional
colouring can be achieved by varying the rules’ quantity parameters. Thus, by enhanc-
ing some rules and suppressing others, emotionally differing performances of the same
piece can be generated. We have already constructed a set of palettes that add different
emotional colours to performances (angry, sad, happy, scared, tender, and solemn) and
we plan to build special rule palettes that will generate agitated and peaceful perfor-
mances.

Evaluation Synthesised performances appear to represent a powerful tool for evalu-
ating the perceptual relevance of research findings. It seems advantageous, however, to
use expert listeners. We have had good experiences of listening tests where musicians
were asked to adjust the quantity parameter to an optimum for different music exam-
ples. In these experiments, rules have been tested one by one. As zero is thereby an
available choice the results show if the rule tested provides a desirable effect.

In case performance research relies on statistical data from real performances, the
evaluation may be more problematic. It appears that synthesis will greatly facilitate the
verification of such results.

Future work/Remaining problems The score we now use as input for the perfor-
mance grammar is rudimentary in the sense that it contains information on nothing but
pitch and duration. Thus phrase markers and chord symbols are introduced manually.
Also, the realisation of conventional items like trill, point, and grace notes requires
hand editing of the score. Our plan is to complement the input score with signs for
such events. We also plan to implement Craig Sapp’s algorithm for automated chord
analysis.

Another planned improvement is to test the usefulness of a realtime control of rule
quantity. This will be realised within the MEGA project; hopefully, this may solve the



problem that the grammar performs the same music material exactly the same way if it
reappears in a piece.

We have lately been cooperating with Max Mathews and Gerald Bennett implement-
ing the performance grammar in the Radio Baton system. This has been an informative
experience, elucidating the boundaries between the musician’s and the conductor’s re-
sponsibilities in shaping a performance.

Basically the research method seems unproblematic. We do not regard the analysis-
by-synthesis strategy as the only possible method. An exchange of data assembled by
various methods will improve quality of research and promote progress. The Vienna
material represents an extremely valuable resource for the further development of the
performance grammar. A crucial condition, however, would be the use of synthesis,
apparently representing an indispensable opportunity to test the perceptual relevance
of findings. The MOSART project comprises exchange of research results and com-
puter synthesis of music performance as two of its core aims and thus offers a perfect
opportunity to proceed along these lines.
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Music Performance Panel: NICI / MMM Position Statement

Peter Desain, Henkjan Honing and Renee Timmers

Music, Mind, Machine Group

NICI, University of Nijmegen

mmm@nici.kun.nl, www.nici.kun.nl/mmm

In this paper we will put forward our view on the computational modeling of music

cognition with respect to the issues addressed in the Music Performance Panel held

during the MOSART 2001 workshop. We will focus on issues that can be considered

crucial in the development of our understanding of human performance and perception

in its application to computer music systems. Furthermore, they were chosen such as to

complement the issues brought forward by the other contributing institutes (i.e.

OFAI/Vienna, KTH/Stockholm, and DEI/Padua). In summary these are:

• A computational model in agreement with music performance data is starting

point of research, rather than an end product (cognitive modeling is preferred over

a descriptive model)

• Importance of empirical data obtained in controlled experiments (rather than using

individual examples of music performances)

• Preference for the concept of performance space (over the use of large corpora of

music performances)

• Study performance through perception, focusing on the constraints of expression

rather than studying the ideal or “correct” performance (as such avoiding the issue

of performance style, and enabling the study of important aspects that are not

directly measurable in the performance data itself, e.g., those of a perceptual

and/or cognitive nature)
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Research aims

The panel addresses a number of dichotomies in the study of music performance, such

as theory-driven vs. data-driven, oriented towards cognitive plausibility vs.

computational simplicity, perception-oriented vs. production-oriented. The discussion

aims to reveal research aims and methods, which are quite varied among research

groups.

In our group, we study music perception and performance using an

interdisciplinary approach that builds on musicology, psychology and computer science

(hence the name Music, Mind, Machine). The aim is to better understand music

cognition as a whole. The method is to start with hypotheses from music theory, to

formalize them in the form of an algorithm, to validate the predictions with experiments,

and, often, to adapt the model (and theory) accordingly. In other words, in the method of

computational modeling, theories are first formalized in such a way that they can be

implemented as computer programs. As a result of this process, more insight is gained

into the nature of the theory, and theoretical predictions are, in principle, much easier to

develop and assess. With regard to computational modeling of musical knowledge, the

theoretical constructs and operations used by musicologists are subjected to such

formalization. Conversely, with computational modeling of music cognition, the aim is

to describe the mental processes that take place when perceiving or producing music,

which does not necessarily lead to the same kind of models. As such, for us, a

computational model that mimics human behavior is not enough. It in fact is more a

starting point of analysis and research, than an end product (see [1] for an elaborate

description).

Evaluation and validation of music performance models

One of the key issues in developing algorithms and computational models is their

validation on empirical data. In the case of the MOSART project, music that is

artificially generated should respect human perception and performance such as to

assure seamless interaction and intelligible control by its users. For evaluating and

validating models of expression, it is problematic to search for a “correct”, general or
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benchmark interpretation of music [2], to which the models can be compared. Though

this approach is quite common in AI modeling, it is very unattractive for music

cognition research. Not only is the notion of an ideal performance questionable,

comparing the input-output relation between the model and the musical performance is

also too limited an evaluation. A data-driven perspective might eventually result in an

accurate description [2,3], it will, however, not be a model, in the cognitive sense. It

needs to describe more than just an input-output transformation. In fact, a good model is

a model for which changes in parameter settings that relate to manipulated aspects of the

performance (e.g. by instruction to the performer) remains to show agreement between

model and performance. As such step by step further validating the model.

As an illustration of the difference between a model and a good description from

another domain, one can take difference between FM-synthesis and physical modeling.

It is possible to generate very convincing sounds with FM synthesis (after careful

selection of the parameters). However, the whole space of sounds is unintuitive and

difficult to control. In contrast, physical models have more similarity with the human

world and succeed in replicating the behavior of existing objects (e.g., made of tubes

and strings) that are known to the user and are therefore easier to control, despite their

more restricted expressive power.

In general, a computational model that captures important aspects of human

perception and action will be more successful in computer music systems. Models that

simply aim at an input-output agreement do not necessarily give us a better

understanding of the underlying perceptual or cognitive processes, which is essential for

the development of convincing and intuitive models for human interaction with

machines (see [4] for a discussion on the psychological validation of models of music

cognition). A solely data-driven approach ignores the fact that important aspects of

music performance are not directly measurable or present in the data itself. For instance,

tempo (or expressive rubato for that matter) is a percept, and cannot be directly

measured. The same applies for syncopation and other temporal aspects of music that

exist due to (violations of) listener’s expectations.

With regard to the methodology of evaluating models of expression, we assign

great importance to the systematic collection of empirical data, experimentally
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manipulating the relevant parameters. For instance, in our research on expressive vibrato

[5, 6], we explicitly control for global tempo to reveal how it is adapted to the duration

of notes. And we record repeated performance to get a better grip on consistency (e.g. to

be able to separate between intended and non-intended expressive information).

Similarly, in our studies on piano performances (e.g., [7]), only careful experimental

manipulation of a few parameters (like global tempo, or the addition or removal of one

note) will give a precise insight in the underlying mechanisms that we need to reveal in

order to make better computer music editing software or music generation systems.

Blindly examining very large samples of music performance is clearly not an alternative

to this.

And, finally, in our work in rhythm perception, we put quite some effort in

developing methods that allow us to investigate the concept of performance space,

abstracting from individual examples. The idea here is to consider all possible

interpretations, including musical and unmusical ones, in a variety of styles. While

currently we only applied this approach to relatively short fragments of music [8], we

find this method a more systematic and insightful alternative for randomly grown

corpora of music performances. In addition, studying the perception of rhythm is also a

way to identify the constraints on expressive timing in music performance (instead of

focusing on an ideal or unique performance) as such avoiding the notion of a “correct”

performance, which is an important advantage that allows for models to be elaborated

independent of performance style.
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